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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The site is located in the Nambung River catchment, which terminates in karst country within the Nambung
National Park. This river system has important conservation value for the diversity of habitats it provides.
The downstream river floodplain and the terminal karst habitat are considered the primary environmental
receptors for control of potential impacts from the proposed mine.
The project area catchments are a small portion (12%) but important part of the Nambung Catchment,
forming the steepest and most direct surface flow paths. River flows have been very much below long term
averages over the past 20 years. Due to their recent rarity, small flows may be important in sustaining the
riverine ecosystem and must not be impeded, diminished or degraded by the proposed mining and mineral
processing operations.
The primary risk posed by the proposed mining operations arises from the potential to interrupt stormwater
throughflow in case of a flow event. Mining operations may also have the potential to impact stormwater
quality. The potential for impacts on streamflow quantity and quality can be mitigated by isolating the mine
and processing facilities from the baseline drainage system. This can be achieved by bunding and throughdrainage to specifications provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image Resources is seeking approval for development of an open cut mining operation at the Atlas
Deposit near Cervantes. This report covers water-related matters in support of a mining proposal to
the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS).
Atlas is a shallow beach strand mineral sand deposit located on the Swan coastal plain 170 km north
of Perth. The site is located 18 km east of the coastal town of Cervantes. From the Brand Highway
the site is 30 km southwest of Badgingarra and 24 km northwest of Cooljarloo mine. Access from the
Brand Highway is 20.5 km west via Wongonderrah Rd. From there the narrow deposit current
extends about 5.6 km to the north.

2. HYDROLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The site is located in the Nambung River catchment, which terminates in karst country within the
Nambung National Park. The downstream river floodplain and the terminal karst habitat are
considered the primary environmental receptors for control of potential impacts from the proposed
mine.
The hydrology of the Nambung River is summarised in Susac (2007) as follows: “ It is only around
24 km long but complex in its drainage patterns. During the winter months it is fed from swampy
flatlands to the east. Lakes are then filled in sequence … the final lake adjoining the Nambung Cave”
There are scant flow records from the Nambung River and its catchments. Extreme flows occurred in
1974 and which were observed by National Park staff (Passfield, 1988) and by speleologists
(Shoosmith, 1973).
The regional hydrological context is described in Kern (1993) : “ watercourses originating on… the
Arrowsmith Region… are seasonal streams terminating in large swamps or lakes in the Bassendean
Dunes… they occupy about 100 sq km and usually fill with water at the end of winter when chains of
swamps and lakes connect to form broad streams which flow… toward the Nambung River “.
Monitoring of three of the wetlands showed the extreme seasonal variability of water salinity.
Beyond the project area, the Hill River is the next major catchment north of the Nambung River and
includes an active stream/rainfall gauging station with continuous records since 1971. (DWER WIR
site reference 617002).
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Figure 1 – Atlas Project Regional Location Plan
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3. PROJECT LAYOUT
Central project components are shown in Figure 2. The current Ore Reserve has a total area of about
1.7 sq km and extends about 5.7 km from north to south.
Figure 2 – Project Layout
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The mine plan excludes areas within 50 m of Wongonderrah Rd and the east-west HV powerline
(clearance along 6,618,000 mN).
Plant tailings will be returned to the mine voids and all landforms are temporary for the duration of
the project which currently includes about 3 years mine life. The current schedule commences
mining south from 6,618,800 mN. Monthly mine blocks extend across the full width of the deposit
and have a north-south strike length of 100-400 metres to maintain the mining rate of about 3.3 Mtpa.

4. BASELINE CONDITIONS

4.1. CLIMATE

The climate type is Mediterranean with hot dry summers and cool wet winters, similar to Perth but
notably drier and sunnier. Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) Stations located at Jurien Bay and
Badgingarra Research Station have continuous records of more than 50 years and straddle the Atlas
location. A general description of the average of those two sites is as follows:
Mean monthly temperature maxima range from 18 to 32 degrees and minima from 10 to 21 degrees.
Annual rainfall averaged about 540 mm over 50 years, with monthly totals averaging in the range 10
(January) to 110 mm (July). Annual pan evaporation is 2128 mm on the BoM continent-wide grid,
with monthly averages ranging from 70 to 300 mm.
Short duration rainfall intensity is described by the intensity-frequency-duration (IFD) statistics
downloaded from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) Design Rainfall Data System , 2016 and
summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 – Rainfall IFD Statistics (mm)
Duration
5
10
15
20
30
45
1
1.5
2
3
4.5
6
9
12
18

Units
min
min
min
min
min
min
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour

Annual Exceedance Probability
50%
5.52
8.37
10.2
11.6
13.7
15.8
17.5
20.1
22.1
25.4
29.2
32.2
37
40.5
45.8

10%
8.87
13.6
16.6
18.8
22
25.3
27.8
31.7
34.9
40
46.1
51
58.8
64.8
73.5

5%
10.4
15.9
19.4
22
25.7
29.5
32.4
37
40.7
46.8
54
59.9
69.1
76.2
86.4
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1% = 100
14.2
21.7
26.5
30
35.1
40.5
44.7
51.2
56.5
65.3
75.7
84.3
97.8
108
123

Return Period (years)
500
19.3
29.4
35.9
40.7
47.7
55
60.7
69.5
76.7
88.4
102
114
132
146
166

1000
21.9
33.3
40.7
46.2
54.1
62.4
68.8
78.9
87
100
116
129
150
166
189
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Duration

Units

24
30
36
2
3
4
5
7

hour
hour
hour
day
day
day
day
day
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Annual Exceedance Probability
Return Period (years)
50%
10%
5%
1% = 100
500
1000
49.6
79.6
93.4
133
181
205
52.6
84.2
98.5
141
195
223
55
87.7
102
146
204
234
58.8
93
108
153
214
244
64.5
99.9
115
161
220
250
69.2
105
120
164
222
251
73.9
110
124
167
224
253
83.8
120
134
172
230
260

Long term rainfall patterns are described by the SILO database of daily climate statistics on a 0.05
degree interval grid (https://www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/silo/gridded-data/) for the period 1889 to
2020 (131 complete years). The local grid point data was used to create the 100-year rainfall residual
mass graph for the site which is shown in Figure 3. The residual mass graph plots the cumulative
deviation from the average daily rainfall over the selected period (1920-2019).
Figure 3 – 100-Year Rainfall Residual Mass Graph

The chart shows the reliable seasonal rainfall cycle with a typical amplitude of about 250 mm.
Longer term trends include the excess (above average rainfall) of 1500 mm over 14 years from 1920
and the deficit of 1700 mm since 2000.
Daily totals from the 131 year record show some differences from the IFD statistics. The maximum 1
day total from the longer SILO record ( 88 mm) is considerably lower than the IFD (100 year = 133
mm), whilst over 7 days the SILO maximum (167 mm) is in agreement with the IFD (100 year =
172 mm). The differences reflect greater regional smoothing in the IFD grids , ie greater granularity
in the SILO grids.
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4.2. REGIONAL PHYSIOGRAPHY AND LAND USE
The site is located near the centre of the Swan Coastal Plan which extends 15-20 km further east to
where the Gingin scarp is formed by a low ridge of Mesozoic sedimentary rocks (Figure 4). The local
Quaternary Bassendean Dune System forms a deflated landscape of sparse low fixed dunes with
inter-dunal swamps. Toward the coast the more recent Tamala Limestone and Safety Bay Sands form
a more rugged and elevated topography.
Figure 4 – Regional Physiography

Local drainage rises on the Gingin scarp 15-20 km to the east at a ridge line elevation of 200-300
metres. The Mount Jetty and Bibby Creeks flood-out and coalesce near the site in an area of very low
surface gradients, including the “Nambung Flats”. The creeklines reform and coalesce to the west as
the Nambung River which discharges into Tamala Limestone 6km east of the coast. This river system
has important conservation value for the diversity of habitats it provides.
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Site ground elevation is in the range 40-45 m AHD with a very slight overall gradient of about 0.2%
west toward the coast. The local surface is bisected by a widely spaced array of low fixed dunes.
Many of the dunes are oriented parallel to the coast, some are perpendicular and other orientations
are present.
The central and south parts of the mining lease are located on a naturally vegetated parcel of vacant
crown land (VCL) . To the west one kilometre of the western boundary of the VCL parcel adjoins the
eastern boundary of the Nambung National Park (“The Pinnacles”). The northern part of the deposit
is situated on private grazing land and a separate freehold grazing property adjoins the site to the east.
Figure 5 – Land Use and Tenure
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4.3. CATCHMENTS AND HYDROLOGY
Catchment mapping includes regional catchment delineation as presented by the DWER
(https://rivers.dwer.wa.gov.au/southwest/rivers/) for the Nambung and Hill River catchments. Local
catchment delineation was undertaken using Image Resources Perth Basin 1 m contour interval
regional data set and with reference to the SRTM 1 second grid digital elevation model ( DEM
downloaded at https://elevation.fsdf.org.au/ ) The two data sets were found to be generally in
adequate agreement .
Four catchments discharge west through or near the project area. In addition, the Hill River
catchment upstream of gauging station 617002 (WIR Database Site Number from
http://wir.water.wa.gov.au/Pages/Water-Information-Reporting.aspx) was delineated as a gauged
control catchment. The regional catchment boundaries are shown in Figure 6 overlying the colourfill DEM grid. The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) weather station locations shown are those used in
developing the SILO regional climate grids with many having short and incomplete rainfall record
periods.
The catchment geometrical parameters are summarised in Table 2
Table 2 – Catchment Parameters
Name
Bibby
Central
Jetty
South
Hill River*
Nambung River

Downstream
Munbinea Rd
Munbinea Rd
Munbinea Rd
Munbinea Rd
Gauge 617002
Nambung Caves

Area
( sq km)
185.2
42.3
99.4
26.7
539
2959

Mainstream Mainstream
Length (km)
Slope (%)
31.5
0.47
15.5
0.62
18.3
0.56
9.7
0.22
39.2
0.46
N.D.
N.D.

* excludes flat upstream catchment area from which little runoff occurs

The four project area catchments are sub-catchments of the Nambung River which is formed at their
confluence immediately downstream of Munbinea Rd. The project area catchments are a small
portion (12%) but important part of the Nambung Catchment, forming the steepest and most direct
surface flow paths.
The remaining Nambung River catchment is dominated by areas of very low surface gradient
including areas of the Swan coastal plain, and Dandaragan Plateau. There is no continuous water
course through the majority of the catchment area. Runoff rates are evidently very low and local
runoff is mostly retained in seasonal swales and ponds.
The Hill River catchment is beyond the project area and is included since long term gauging records
from there inform rainfall runoff process in the similar Bibby and Jetty catchments. The Hill River
catchment upstream of gauging station 617002 has been delineated to exclude the very flat and sandy
upstream portion, from which there is no indication of surface water runoff contributing to
mainstream flows at the gauging station.
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Local catchment boundaries are shown on Figure 7 on the 1:100 K topographic base map, along with
10 m surface contours.
Figure 6 – Regional Catchment Boundaries

Baseline field reconnaissance was undertaken in the local and Hill River catchments on 20-21 May
2020. Late dry season conditions prevailed with little early season rain recorded in the region.
Selected photo points are listed in Table 3, located on Figure 7 and collated as Figure 8.
No surface water was found in the Nambung River. The bed and terminal pools were dry. The main
channel width was typically 5-10 m wide with little indication of flow in recent years. The channel is
set in a broader floodplain indicating historical floods of a large magnitude.
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Figure 7 – Local Catchments

Non-flowing water (groundwater) was observed low in the contributing catchments (Photo points F
and G) and can be also be found at several points were minor drainage lines cross the Gingin scarp
and discharge onto the coastal plain sediments. In such a setting, groundwater discharge is
concentrated to Bibby Creek near photo point J where the baseflow rate was measured at
approximately 90 L/sec.
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Close to upstream of the project site the catchment main channels are very minor. The Bibby Creek
course south around the project site (Photo Point G) is an indistinct swale. Stormwater discharge
from the catchment evidently accumulates in the Nambung Flats. Under extreme conditions the flows
from the Bibby and Central catchments are combined in accumulation in the Nambung Flats and may
then discharge mainly by broad swale flow rather than concentrated channel flow. A minor channel
discharging the Nambung Flats is shown in Photo H.
Similarly to the Bibby catchment, stormwater discharging the Jetty catchment appears to mostly
accumulate in flat land west of the project area. A very minor and indistinct channel is shown at
photo point I. No channels were found in the South catchment.
Table 3 - Photo Point Locations and Features
Loc. Location_Direction
Feature
322392_6619623_South
A
Nambung River Warrup Pool - Dry
322456_6619247_SW
B
Nambung River Wyip Pool-Dry
323204_6619657_west
C
Nambung River - Tamala Limestone aquifer intake area
323380_6619610_east
D
Nambung River - Distressed mature trees in river bed
323772_6618786_NNW Nambung River bed main channel
E
329734_6619999_west
F
Bibby creek at Munbinea Rd near ASW3 - non-flowing groundwater
330696_6621027_NNE
G
Bibby Creek at Cockman southern boundary - non flowing groundwater
332619_6621913_NE
H
Central catchment channel at discharge from Nambung Flats near ASW1
332687_6620221_east
I
Jetty creek at Avery property western boundary fence near ASW2
336935_6629725_SW
J
Bibby Creek flow at Bibby Rd culvert, measured approx 90 L/sec
337065_6618414_SE
K
Jetty Creek south branch downstream at Wongonderrah Rd
341376_6622322_ENE
L
Jetty Creek main branch at Yeerramullah Rd
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Figure 8 – Photos of Hydrological Features
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5. RAINFALL - RUNOFF
5.1. HILL RIVER AT WIR 617002
The DWER gauging station WIR617002 is located on the Hill River at 342,890 mE 6,649,375mN
along with rain gauge station WIR 509168. Daily flow, daily peak flow rate, and rainfall totals are
available for the period 1971-2020. The annual total flow and rainfall are summarised in Figure 9.
(note gaps in the rainfall record for several years between 1977-1984).
In most years and in average rainfall years, total annual discharge is less than 1000 ML. This shows
that catchment storage is of a similar or greater magnitude than typical wet season rainfall totals, ie
that discharge occurs only after an above average seasonal “wetting-up” of the catchment.
Figure 9 – Hill River Annual Flow and Rainfall

The 48 year record includes separate 56 flow events with a peak flow rate exceeding 2.0 cumecs. The
maximum peak flow was 51 cumecs, the average and median of those 56 events is 10 and 5 cumecs
respectively. The data also revealed a strong correlation between maximum daily flow rate and
average daily flow rate. On high-stage days the peak flow rate is about double the average daily flow
rate.
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Low catchment yield over the past 20 years shown in Figure 9, is also reflected in lower peak flow
rates. Since 1999 there were 8 flow events with a peak rate in excess of 2 cumecs, with an average of
3 cumecs and a median of 2 cumecs. The maximum peak flow rate since 1999 was 9 cumecs in 2005.
Large peak flows (exceeding 12 cumecs) were recorded in response to a total of 16 rainfall events.
Rainfall data for these events was compiled from three SILO grid points in the gauging station
catchment. The peak flow rate for these large flows was compared to the average total event rainfall
over a range of event durations. The 7 day duration shows best correlation with peak flow rate and
that relationship is shown in Figure 10 , where event data fall on two curves, the upper yield curve
where higher runoff arises from antecedent wet catchment conditions and the lower yield curve
relates to greater catchment losses during the rainfall event. Note that the graph excludes three events
of anomalously low flow rate, which are assumed to relate to unrepresentatively high rainfall.
Figure 10 – Hill River 617002 Peak Flow Rate vs 7-day Rainfall Total

Using the SILO rainfall data from the three catchment grid points, a total of 86 high rainfall periods
were selected for calculation of runoff coefficient. For each period total catchment runoff from the
daily hydrograph was used to calculate the total discharge for the maximum 1 day and 7 day flow
totals. The average rainfall for those periods was then used to calculate the applicable runoff
coefficients. Results are shown in Figure 11.
The graph demonstrates zero runoff for 1-day totals of up to 70 mm and for 7-day totals of up to 135
mm. The maximum runoff coefficient for both durations was about 14%.
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Figure 11 – Runoff coefficients for High Intensity 1 and 7-day Duration Events

5.2. PEAK FLOW RATE ESTIMATES
A RORB (2010) runoff routing model was developed for the local catchments. The model simulates
rainfall losses and drainage line storage impacts on the peak flow rate through 15 sub-catchments to
the confluence near the catchments to the confluence near Munbinea Rd which is the upstream limit
of the Nambung River.
Design rainfall is based on the 1% AEP (1: 100 year) totals from the IFD table. A front-loaded
temporal pattern was created which includes 1% AEP totals for durations in the range 1.5 to 36
hours. Maximum rainfall intensity is 52.2 mm over the fourth 1.5-hour time-step.
Rainfall losses were based on the Hill River record analysis due the similarities in terms of catchment
geometry, soils and land use. A constant runoff coefficient of 20% was adopted and is considered
conservatively high. Such a runoff rate would require an already fully saturated catchment, which
typically only occurs for a few months and not in every year. The combined probability of two
conditions means that the peak flow estimates have an indicative recurrence interval of 200-500
years.
The catchment storage parameter (Kc), was set at 15 (with m=0.8). The Hill River gauging data
shows the catchments to be relatively “non-peaky” ( high storage). The high stage ratio between peak
flow and average daily flow at Hill River ( typical factor = 2) also provided guidance to trial and
error RORB simulations. The selected value is considered conservatively low considering the
observed Hill River responses and RORB estimation formulae (in turn based on Australian Rainfall
and Runoff 1987).
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Key outputs from the RORB model are the peak flow rates for the catchments at the point closest to
the mine where stormwater controls may be required. In particular for the Jetty Creek catchment
which directly crosses the proposed pit. Results are summarised in Table 4.
Table 4 - Peak Flow Rate Estimates
Catchment
Jetty
Bibby
Central
Nambung

Area
mine crossing
southwest from Nambung Flats
southwest from Nambung Flats
Munbinea Rd crossing

Peak Flow
Rate (cumecs)
63
98
33
183

Lag Time
(hours)
7.8
8.5
6.6
9.3

5.3. MAJOR STORMWATER CONTROLS
Flows from the Jetty and Central catchments cross the mine workings. To maintain throughflow to
the Nambung River, it is recommended that these catchments re-routed north or south as the mine
progresses northward through that area. Specifications for the channel to accommodate the peak flow
across the mine are provided below.
Bibby Creek discharges to the Nambung Flats, then reforms as a defined channel which flows south
immediately east of Munbinea Rd. There is potential for widespread inundation between Bibby
Creek and the mine as stormwater discharges the Nambung Flats. Specifications for bunding along
the remainder of the pit perimeter to prevent flooding are required.
Jetty Catchment – Mount Jetty Creek
A western perimeter bund can direct flow through a contained floodway behind one or between two
flow-parallel bunds. The peak flow capacity of the floodway should be greater than 63 cumces as
determined above. The sufficient dimensions of a trapezoidal section drain were calculated iteratively
using the formula (Handbook of Hydraulics Eqn 7.38) :
Q = fn (K,D,s,n)
where;
Q = flow rate (cumecs)
D = depth (metres)
S = longitudinal gradient
K = shape factor
n = Mannings Roughness coefficient
Mannings roughness of 0.03 was selected based values presented in Maidment (1993). For the
longitudinal gradient of 0.2 %, a trapezoidal drain with base width 35 m and side slopes 1V:10H has
a capacity of 63 cumecs at 1.0 m depth - sufficient to fully contain the estimated peak flow. The very
low side slopes are to reduce flow velocity and erosion impact during the brief period of peak flow.
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Figure 12 shows the maximum extent of the central west perimeter bund which along with the
longitudinal bunds would be constructed to a minimum elevation of 41.5 m AHD. Locations of the
longitudinal bunds are nominal as these would need to shift as mining progresses through the area.
Figure 12 – Jetty Catchment Stormwater Controls
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Central Catchment
The Central Catchment drainage line is similar to the Mount Jetty Creek, only smaller. The drainage
line cannot practically be routed north around the pit and would need to be routed through the pit
workings. The peak flow capacity of the floodway should be greater than 33 cumces as determined
above.
For the longitudinal gradient of 0.2 %, a trapezoidal drain with base width 15 m and side slopes
1V:10H has a capacity of 34 cumecs at 1.0 m depth - sufficient to fully contain the estimated peak
flow.
Figure 13 shows the maximum extent of the north perimeter bund which along with the longitudinal
bunds would be constructed to a minimum elevation of 43.5 m AHD. Locations of the longitudinal
bunds are nominal as these would need to shift as mining progresses through the area.
Figure 13 -Central Catchment Stormwater Controls
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Widespread Inundation
For the remainder of the pit perimeter, inundation can be prevented by bunds constructed to the
minimum of 43.5 m AHD and ground level + 1.5 metres. Subject to elevation constraints ( ie in areas
of ground elevation below 43.5 m) , this bunding should also enclose ex-pit facilities including
dumps, treatment plant, laydown area etc.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS AND IMPACTS ASSESSMENT

The site is located in the Nambung River catchment. The downstream river floodplain and the terminal
karst habitat are considered the primary environmental receptors for potential surface water impacts. The
lower reaches of the River are currently impacted by a long and sustained period of low flow and may be
susceptible to any further stresses.
The primary risk posed by the proposed mining operations arises from the potential to interrupt stormwater
throughflow in case of a flow event. Mining operations may also have the potential to impact stormwater
quality, however the process of sand mining and heavy mineral separation processing renders this risk
much lower.
Significant flows in the Nambung River are rare in recent years. A flow of small-moderate magnitude is
unlikely during the brief periods of mining across the Rivers tributaries. Due to their rarity small flows may
be important in sustaining the riverine ecosystem and should not be impeded, diminished or degraded. The
project area tributaries are likely to be major contributors to such smaller flows. Provided mining
operations are isolated by bunding, there is little potential for the mining operations to impact quantity and
quality of flow, since the bunded area is an infinitesimally small portion of the Nambung River catchment.
The potential for impacts on streamflow quantity and quality can be mitigated by isolating the mine and
processing facilities from the background drainage system. This can be achieved by bunding and throughdrainage to specifications provided.
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Report Limitations
MWES Consulting (MWES) have prepared this report for the use of Image Resources in accordance with the usual care and
thoroughness of the consulting profession. It is based on generally accepted practices and standards at the time it was
prepared. No other warranty expresses or implied, is made as to the professional advice included in this report.
MWES has made no independent verification of this information beyond the agreed scope of works and MWES assumes no
responsibility for any inaccuracies or omissions. No indications were found during our investigations that information
reviewed at the time of our investigations that information contained in this report as provided to MWES was false.
This report was prepared in August 2020 and is based on the conditions encountered and information reviewed at the time
of preparation. MWES disclaims responsibility for any changes that may have occurred after this time.
This report should be read in full. No responsibility is accepted for use of any part of this report in any context.
Whilst to the best of our knowledge information contained in this report is accurate at the date of issue, subsurface
conditions, including groundwater levels; can change in a limited time. Therefore, this document and the information
contained herein should only be regarded as valid at the time of the investigation unless otherwise explicitly stated in this
report.
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